in association with Staten Island Creative Community and Creative Photography Guild

Lighthouse Point Festival: An Arts and Crafts Festival with Maritime Character
Saturday, September 28, 2019 from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The Promenade at Lighthouse Point and Pier 1 / National Lighthouse Museum
Help us recreate soups lighthouse keepers might have used to warm up on cold nights!
LEGENDARY SOUP CONTEST FAQs

Pick a lighthouse anywhere in the world and create a hearty soup, potage, gumbo,
bisque, bouillabaisse, or chowder that represents that special place and the unique
people who lived and worked there.
Legendary Soup Contest will be from 12 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. (Fest ends at 6pm).
Soup must be made by you, the contestant. No mixes or canned soups or chowders
will be allowed. Contestants must precook their soup.
It is recommend that each contestant cook around 5 gallons of soup. Although not
required, this will allow for a 2 oz. sample for approx. 320 attendees.
All contestants will need to supply their own displays and/or pop-up tents, all
necessary cooking and serving utensils, appropriate means for maintaining the
serving temperature of the soup throughout the contest (including extension cords)
and any other decorations or props.
The NLM will provide a chair and a 6’ table shared by two contestants (i.e. 3’ for
each contestant). All tasting cups and spoons will be provided by the NLM.
Be advised, The Promenade is on the water and can be extremely windy with high
wind gusts. Weights are required to hold down pop-up tents and other equipment
and supplies. Electricity will be available.
Judging for this event is for “People’s Choice.” Attendees will vote for People’s
Choice with tokens (until 3:30 p.m.). Presentation of awards will take place around 4
pm.
All contestants must have completed an official contract no later than September 6,
2019.

Contact: Celestina Cuadrado
Phone: 718-390-0040
Email: ccuadrado@lighthousemuseum.org
National Lighthouse Museum, 200 The Promenade at Lighthouse Point, Staten Island, NY 10301

